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Abstract. Apart from the efficient compression, reducing the complexity of the view random access is one of the
most important requirements that should be considered in multiview video coding. In order to obtain an efficient
compression, both temporal and inter-view correlations are exploited in the multiview video coding schemes,
introducing higher complexity in the temporal and view random access. We propose an inter-view prediction
structure that aims to lower the cost of randomly accessing any picture at any position and instant, with respect
to the multiview reference model JMVM and other recent relevant works. The proposed scheme is mainly based
on the use of two base views (I-views) in the structure with selected positions instead of a single reference view
as in the standard structures. This will, therefore, provide a direct inter-view prediction for all the remaining views
and will ensure a low-delay view random access ability while maintaining a very competitive bit-rate performance
with a similar video quality measured in peak signal-to-noise ratio. In addition to a new evaluation method of
the random access ability, the obtained results show a significant improvement in the view random accessibility
with respect to other reported works. © 2016 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.25.2.023027]
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1 Introduction
Multiview video is a three-dimensional (3-D) scene captured
by at least two cameras located at different viewpoints.
Multiview video systems are used in various applications such
as 3-D cinemas, gaming, education, surveillance, immersive
telepresence and videoconference, three-dimensional televi-
sion, and free viewpoint television.1 Practically, all the
above-mentioned applications share similar components of
the processing scheme, which is made of four basic parts:
capturing, coding, transmission, and display. In comparison
with a conventional two-dimensional video sequence, the
3-D scene representation usually requires a much larger
amount of data. Consequently, efficient compression for data
storage or transmission with less degradation and delay over
limited bandwidth represents a challenging task.

The simplest solution for encoding this type of video is to
encode each view independently with a video codec such as
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC.2 This method is called simulcast com-
pression. However, this encoding scheme does not exploit
the great similarity that exists between the different views
of the same scene. This similarity means redundant informa-
tion in the coding process, which could be eliminated by a
combination of the motion estimation in the temporal level
and the disparity estimation in the inter-view level. Based on
the exploitation of both temporal and inter-view prediction,
Merkle et al. introduced an approach that ensured a good
tradeoff between the bit rate and the video quality.3 It was
adopted and implemented by the Joint Video Team of
ISO/IEC, Moving Picture Experts Group and ITU-T, and
Video Coding Experts Group in a reference model named
the Joint Multiview Video Model (JMVM).4

As with any video coding standard, the main requirement
for multiview video coding (MVC) is a high compression
efficiency. Other requirements specific to MVC involve
low-delay random temporal and view access, which are
desirable features in video communication systems.5 These
requirements ensure the interactive capability to the coding
scheme so that any image can be accessed, decoded, and
displayed with a lower outlay of complexity.

Many research studies have proposed different MVC struc-
tures to meet the MVC requirements. In Ref. 6, an MVC algo-
rithm based on distributed source coding is proposed to tackle
the free viewpoint switching problem of compression effi-
ciency. Even though it outperforms the solutions based on
intra- or closed-loop predictive coding, it is less efficient com-
pared to the H.264/AVC standard. Similarly, in Ref. 7, three
approaches are proposed, including switching predicted/intra-
coded frames frame coding, interleaved view coding, and sec-
ondary representation coding, which provide reduced delay
view random access. However, the performance is inferior
to MVC, the standard extension of H.264/AVC. Zhang
et al.8 proposed a method to adaptively select the best predic-
tion mode among a set of given structures. This approach,
which is based on a spatiotemporal correlation analysis
using Lagrange cost, provides significant enhancement of
the view random access, but with an additional encoding
delay and a higher consumption of memory resources. In
Ref. 9, Yang et al. suggest a prediction structure based on
the enhancement of the encoding order of the B pictures
and their reference frames as an extension of each independent
view of the multiview video by applying a binary tree. This
approach leads to a significant improvement in the bit-rate
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performance but shows slow view random access due to the
increased coding complexity.

In this paper, an inter-view prediction structure, aimed at
improving the random access performance while maintain-
ing high compression efficiency, is proposed. It consists of
using two base views (I-view) with selected positions in
a scheme of eight views, which inherently introduces a view
random access delay and may decrease the compression
efficiency of the coder. Nevertheless, this disadvantage is
overcome through the use of four bi-predictive views (B-
view), where two of them are successive. A generalization of
the proposed scheme, for structures containing more than
eight views, is then developed. In addition, a new evaluation
method to fully assess the random access capability for the
MVC is established.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
addresses the multiview video coding and summarizes the fun-
damental coding schemes including simulcast, intracoded pic-
tures, predicted pictures, predicted pictures (IPP), intracoded
pictures, bipredicted pictures, predicted pictures (IBP), and
a recent related work in order to compare them later with
our approach. The proposed inter-view prediction structure
is described in Sec. 3. The random access enhancement
and its evaluation are detailed in Sec. 4. Experimental results
of the compression efficiency are presented and discussed in
Sec. 5. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Sec. 6.

2 Overview of the Multiview Video Coding
Schemes

Typically, all video sequences are characterized by two types
of correlation. The first one is the spatial redundancy, which
exists in every picture as a natural space correlation. This

redundancy is reduced using intra-picture prediction based
on the intra-block matching. The second one is temporal
redundancy, which means adjacent frames are highly corre-
lated, called the interframe correlation. In addition to these
two previous types of redundancies, MVC also employs the
correlation between the neighboring views of the captured
scene, referred to as inter-view correlation.

The simplest method for MVC is the simulcast scheme,
which performs the compression of the multiview video by
exploiting the spatiotemporal redundancies only and coding
each view independently using a conventional video codec.
By making use of H.264/AVC and the hierarchical B pic-
tures, video compression has been efficiently improved in
comparison to the traditional simulcast coding structures.10

Figure 1 depicts the hierarchical B pictures structure where
the number of frames in the group of pictures (GOP) is 8. The
first picture is independently coded as an instantaneous
decoder refresh (IDR) picture, and the so-called anchor or
key pictures are coded in regular intervals. The B pictures,
located between two I pictures and referred as nonanchor
frames, are hierarchically predicted using the concept of
hierarchical B pictures.

The simulcast compression for the multiview video is
illustrated in Fig. 2. In this case, each group of groups of
pictures (GGOP) is composed of eight views and eight pic-
tures per GOP. Sn indicates the different views (cameras),
while Tn represents the time location.

Simulcast compression is characterized by its fast view
random access because all key pictures used within the pre-
diction structure are independently intracoded. However,
its coding efficiency is not optimal due to not exploiting
the inter-view statistical dependencies. Usually, simulcast

Fig. 1 Hierarchical B pictures structure.

Fig. 2 Simulcast compression scheme.
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coding is typically employed as a reference model for coding
performance comparisons between different MVC schemes.

The analysis of temporal and inter-view prediction effi-
ciency indicates that using simultaneously temporal and
inter-view reference frames improves the coding efficiency.6

This is due to the use of disparity or motion-compensated
prediction to eliminate the redundant information between
neighboring views, or successive frames respectively.

To satisfy the main MVC requirements, many inter-view
prediction structures are proposed. These proposed schemes
differ in several criteria, including the number of reference
frames used either by anchor or nonanchor pictures, as well
as the type of anchor pictures of different views, which can
be I, P, or B pictures.

Figure 3 illustrates an IPP prediction structure3 with a
multiview sequence employing eight cameras and GOP
length of 8. This IPP structure uses one intracoded picture
per GGOP. The first view, S0, called the base view, remains
the same and always begins with an IDR picture. All the
remaining views, S1 to S7, called P-views, begin with an
anchor picture predicted from the previous anchor picture
I/P. The nonanchor pictures of these views are predicted
according to the temporal level and the inter-view level.
In other words, each nonanchor frame is predicted using two
pictures from the temporal level and one picture from the
previous view. For example, the picture located at ðS1; T4Þ
is predicted from ðS1; T0Þ and ðS1; T8Þ in the temporal
level and from ðS0; T4Þ in the inter-view level. Generally,
an IPP inter-view prediction structure achieves a significant
gain in bit rate and video quality in comparison with a simul-
cast structure. On the other hand, IPP increases the coding
complexity and slows down the view random access ability.

According to Ref. 11, the random access ability is mea-
sured by the maximum number of reference images Nmax

needed for decoding a given image. For the IPP structure,
this number is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;752Nmax ¼ ðHmax þ 1Þ þ 5 × ½Nbrview − 1�; (1)

whereHmax is the highest level of B pictures in a hierarchical
B picture coding structure (Hmax is set to 3 for IPP), and
Nbrview represents the number of views in the structure.

The IBP prediction structure proposed in Ref. 6 is
depicted in Fig. 4. This scheme, which exploits the inter-
view correlation, was adopted as a default structure of
JMVM. It uses three types of views: I-view (as one base
view per GGOP), P-views (S2, S4, S6, and S7), and B-
views (S1, S3, and S5). Each B-view is located between
an I/P-view and a P-view. The B view begins with a B
key picture, which is bidirectionally predicted from I/P
and P key pictures. The nonkey pictures of the B views
are predicted using four pictures: two from the temporal
level and the other two from the inter-view level. For exam-
ple, the picture located in ðS1; T4Þ is predicted from ðS1; T0Þ
and ðS1; T8Þ in the temporal level, and from ðS0; T4Þ and
ðS2; T4Þ in the inter-view level. Generally, the IBP structure
ensures a good trade-off between bit rate and view random
access. Compared to the simulcast scheme, an IBP coding
structure allows a considerable gain in bit rate and video
quality, because of the exploitation of the inter-view corre-
lation. Also, the IBP structure allows improvement in view
random access ability with respect to the IPP structure. The
following equation gives the Nmax of the IBP structure:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;466Nmax ¼ 3 ×Hmax þ 2þ 5 × ½Nbrview − 1�; (2)

where Hmax is set to 4 for the IBP structure.
In Ref. 12, an approach based on the use of two succes-

sive B-views between two views of types I and P is proposed.
It has been shown that the use of successive B-views
improves the gain in bit rate and considerably speeds up
the view random access. The hierarchical level of the used
B images is similar to that of the IBP structure. The gain in

Fig. 3 IPP prediction structure.
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bit rate obtained in this structure is due to the larger number
of B-views, which provides a lesser bit rate than the I-view
and P-views. The Nmax used in Ref. 12 is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;441Nmax ¼ 3þHmax þ 2 × ½ðNbrview − 2Þ∕3�: (3)

Currently, the improvements obtained for the random access
ability need to be enhanced further to ensure more interac-
tivity to the multiview video users while keeping a high
video quality and a good bit rate saving.

3 Random Access Enhancement

3.1 Proposed Approach
Generally, the view random access ability could be enhanced
through a good selection of the reference view, which
ensures a direct prediction of a maximum of the views in
the scheme. The middle position of the I-view as shown in
Ref. 13, in addition to a regular involvement of the B-views,
generally gives better results than the standard structures,
where the position of the base view is always set as the
first view in the structure.

The proposed structure is chosen carefully to give a direct
inter-view prediction for all the views of the structure. It is
based on the use of two base views (I), which means that it
uses two IDR pictures in one GGOP. These two views are
independently coded by the use of the temporal prediction,
which is based on the B hierarchy algorithm. In this scheme,
S2 and S5 are selected as optimal positions for the reference
views, allowing a direct inter-view prediction for all remain-
ing views (S0, S1, S3, S4, S6, and S7). The structure contains
two P-views, leading to a lower view random access com-
plexity. As is shown in Fig. 5, these views are S0 and S7.
These two views benefit from direct prediction through S2
and S5 as follows. The anchor pictures of the P-views are
coded via one anchor picture from the I-views, whereas
the nonanchor pictures of the P-views ðS0; S7Þ are coded
from three reference pictures, two from their temporal

level and one from the inter-view level of the reference view.
The scheme also includes four B-views (S1, S3, S4, and S6).
The anchor pictures of these views are coded using two
reference anchor pictures, while the nonanchor pictures of
these views are coded with four reference pictures, divided
evenly between the temporal and the inter-view levels. S1
and S6 benefit from a direct inter-view prediction. This is
also applicable to S3 and S4. In addition, there are two suc-
cessive B-views, which will reduce the maximum number of
the decoded frame for accessing a given picture.

Since using B-views offers a better bit rate saving with
respect to the use of P-views or I-views, the proposed scheme
achieves a competitive bit rate saving with a good video
quality even with the use of two reference views (I-view).
Indeed, the use of a second I-view instead of P-view or
B-view relatively reduces the encoding time duration,
because the I-view uses only temporal prediction between
its pictures, while B-view and P-view use an inter-view pre-
diction process in addition to the temporal prediction. Also,
improving the random access performance means reducing
the number of the needed frames for coding or decoding an
image in the multiview video scheme. This leads directly to
a reduction of the time complexity.

Furthermore, the proposed prediction structure presents
an additional backward compatibility due to the use of
two base views that could be extracted. The resulting bit
stream also complies with the H.264/AVC standard.

The proposed structure, referred to as PBI and depicted in
Fig. 5 with eight views, has two main view coding orders that
give the same results:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1;326;144S2-S0-S1-S5-S3-S4-S7-S6 I-P-B-I-B-B-P-B

S2-S5-S0-S1-S3-S4-S7-S6 I-I-P-B-B-B-P-B

Figure 6 illustrates the difference between the proposed
structure PBI and the previously studied structures in Sec. 2
by highlighting the anchor pictures of each structure.

Fig. 4 IBP prediction structure.
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Fig. 6 Anchor picture comparison among (a) simulcast structure, (b) IPP structure, (c) IBP structure,
(d) Ref. 12, and (e) proposed structure PBI.

Fig. 5 Proposed prediction structure predicted pictures, bipredicted pictures, intracoded pictures (PBI).
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The picture located in the B-view (S6) in the position
S6∕T1 in Fig. 7 is noted as the B4 picture. It has the maxi-
mum hierarchical level in the proposed structure PBI.
Accessing the picture S6∕T1 needs four reference pictures
in the temporal level, which are {S6∕T0, S6∕T2, S6∕T4,
and S6∕T8}. It also needs five pictures per neighboring
view: I-view (S5) and P-view (S7), which are as follows:
fS5∕T0; S5∕T1; S5∕T2; S5∕T4; S5∕T8g and fS7∕T0; S7∕T1;
S7∕T2; S7∕T4; S7∕T8g.

The example of the picture S6∕T1 is repeated four times
in the same GOP of the B-view (S6), as also happens for the
rest of B-views (S1, S3, and S4).

Therefore, the formula that describes the computation of
the Nmax for the proposed inter-view prediction can be
deduced as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;450Nmax ¼ 3 ×Hmax þ 2; (4)

where the maximum hierarchical level, Hmax, is equal to 4 in
this proposed PBI structure. In order to show the simplicity
of the calculation that characterizes our proposed structure
PBI, the equations computing the Nmax for all the studied
structures are reported in Table 1.

To evaluate the random access ability, we have adopted
the metric proposed in Ref. 12. It aims at calculating the
number of necessary reference frames Nbrimg to be decoded
for the access of a given picture. After analyzing the different
types of pictures composing our proposed PBI structure, the
results were as follows:

1. For anchor frames:

• The number of pictures needed to be coded for
accessing I picture is known to be equal to 0 in
all structures.

• For P anchor frames, which are two (S0 and S7),
the number of anchor frames to be coded is equal
to one and is the same for both views.

• For the four B anchor frames (S1, S3, S4, and S6),
each one needs two frames to be decoded.

Equation (5) summarizes the Nbrimg for the type
of anchor frame, I, P, and B:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;326;563Nbrimg ¼
(
0 for I anchor frame

1 for P anchor frame

2 for B anchor frame

: (5)

2. For nonanchor frames:

The number of decoded pictures for accessing a given
picture depends on its hierarchical level and the type of
view (I, P, or B) this picture belongs to.

The different possibilities for calculating Nbrimg are
given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;326;424Nbrimg ¼ α × Hierarchyþ β; (6)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.1;326;391where

( α ¼ 1; β ¼ 0 for I nonanchor frames

α ¼ 2; β ¼ 1 for P nonanchor frames

α ¼ 3; β ¼ 2 for B nonanchor frames

:

Table 2 summarizes the various possible cases of calculating
Nbrimg for our PBI structure and the other two considered
schemes. It highlights the simplicity of our equations in
comparison to the other two structures.

3.2 Extending the Proposed Structure
In this part, we present an extension of the proposed PBI
structure for cases where we have more than eight views.
Note that this scheme maximizes the use of B-views to
ensure a good bit rate gain and high random access ability.
On the other hand, the scheme avoids the use of successive
P-views that slow down the random access ability.

Figure 8 describes the order of views following the sec-
ond base view S5. Note that the order depends on the number
of views, with the respect of the condition that guarantees the
nonuse of successive P-views. For the proposed PBI struc-
ture, three sequencing orders are possible and are generated
according to the following equation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;139Order ¼
(
I∕P;B; P if ðNbrview mod 3Þ ¼ 2

I∕P;B; P;B; P if ðNbrview mod 3Þ ¼ 1

I∕P;B;B; P if ðNbrview mod 3Þ ¼ 0

; (7)

where each letter I, P, and B corresponds to a view type, and
the different orders represent the last views in every choice.

Fig. 7 Random access scheme for a given image.

Table 1 Nmax equations comparison.

Nmax equations

IBP Nmax ¼ ðHmax þ 1Þ þ 5 × ½Nbr view − 1�

IPP Nmax ¼ 3 × Hmax þ 2þ 5 × ½Nbr view − 1�

Ref. 12 Nmax ¼ 3þ Hmax þ 2 × ½ðNbr view − 2Þ∕3�

PBI Nmax ¼ 3 × Hmax þ 2
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The first choice, which is I/P, B, P, is obtained when the
remainder of the division of the view number by 3 is always
equal to 2, such as 8, 11, and 14. Akin to the second choice,
I/P, B, P, B, P, this order avoids the use of successive P-views.
It would appear that the sequence order I/P, B, B, P is the
best possible choice as it allows the use of successive
B-views and avoids the utilization of successive P-views.
Additionally, it gives better results for both bit rate gain
and random access ability. This order is selected when the
remainder of the division of the view number by 3 is always
equal to zero, like in the case of 9, 12, and 15 views. The
three choices presented above are usually applied sub-
sequently to the following order of views: I, B, B or P, B, B.

As the structure varies according to the number of views,
the maximum number, Nmax, required to access a given
picture varies accordingly. With respect to all the possible
variations, the computation of Nmax is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;249Nmax ¼ 3 ×Hmax þ 2 ×
�ðNbrview − 5Þ þ α

3

�
; (8)

where

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.2;326;202α ¼
(

0 if ðNbrview MOD3Þ ¼ 2

−1 if ðNbrview MOD3Þ ¼ 0

1 if ðNbrview MOD3Þ ¼ 1

Nbrview and Hmax denote, respectively, the number of views
and the highest level of the B pictures, usually set to four, in
a hierarchical B picture coding structure. The application
of the PBI prediction structure to a different number of
views allows a fast view random access, especially when
several pairs of successive B-views are introduced in the
scheme. It also gives a similar video quality, measured in
PSNR, compared to IBP, IPP, and Ref. 12.

Table 2 Comparison between the equations computing Nbr img.

Nbr img P anchor frames B anchor frames P nonanchor frames B nonanchor frames

PBI 1 2 2 × Hierarchyþ 1 3 × Hierarchyþ 2

IBP Numview∕2 1þ ðNumview∕2Þ ðHierarchyþ 1Þ þ 2 × ½Numview∕2� 3 × Hierarchyþ 2 × ½Numview∕2�

Ref. 12 ðNumview − 2Þ∕2 1þ ½ðNumview − 3Þ∕2� ðHierarchyþ 1Þ þ 2 × ½ðNumview − 2Þ∕3� 3 × Hierarchyþ 2 × ½ðNumview − 1Þ∕2�
Note: Numview denotes the order of the numbers of view, which can be 1; 2: : :8, and Hierarchy is the hierarchical level of the picture to be consulted.

Fig. 8 Extended PBI structure.
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To further show the effectiveness of the proposed PBI
structure in terms of random access ability, the equations
calculating the Nbrimg for all possible cases, regardless of
the number of views considered, are developed:

• For the anchor picture:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;688Nbrimg ¼ β þ
�ðVp − 5Þ þ α

3

�
; (9)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.2;63;644

where

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

β ¼ 0 for P anchor frames

β ¼ 1 for B anchor frames

and

α ¼

8><
>:

1 if ðVp MOD3Þ ¼ 1

0 if ðVp MOD3Þ ¼ 2

−1 if ðVp MOD3Þ ¼ 1

In this case, Vp denotes the P-view number, also used to
calculate the Nbrimg needed for accessing the anchor picture
of the B-view. As an example, for the case of
12 views, to calculate the Nbrimg of the two anchors B pic-
tures S9 and S10, Vp will be set to 12 and β to 1. Thus,Nbrimg

is equal to 3 for both S9 and S10.

• For the nonanchor picture:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;63;450Nbrimg ¼ β ×Hierarchyþ 2×
�ðVp − 5Þ þ α

3

�
; (10)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec3.2;63;406

where

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

β ¼ 1 for P nonanchor frames

β ¼ 3 for B nonanchor frames

and

α ¼

8><
>:

1 if ðVp MOD3Þ ¼ 1

0 if ðVp MOD3Þ ¼ 2

−1 if ðVp MOD3Þ ¼ 0

;

where Hierarchy is the hierarchical level of the picture,
which can be set to 2, 3, or 4. For the nonanchor frames,
Vp is used in the same way as in Eq. (9).

4 Evaluation of the Random Access Ability

4.1 Global Random Access Evaluation
In this part, we propose a new method to evaluate the random
access ability, which allows a deeper look into the considered
schemes. The evaluation, based on the calculation of the aver-
age cost for accessing each existing image, ensures a thorough
estimation of each structure with respect to the others.

The evaluation process is composed of three phases. First,
a global evaluation of the anchor pictures of each studied
structure is carried out. Second, the nonanchor pictures
with their different hierarchical levels are evaluated. Then
an evaluation covering the entire structure, which includes
anchor and nonanchor pictures of the studied structures, is
performed.

The speed of access, GRA, to the anchor pictures is esti-
mated by measuring the average random access cost of

the anchor pictures. It is equal to the sum of the random
access cost of the frames divided by the number of views
and is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;326;719GRA ¼
PVn

i¼1 NbrimgðiÞ
Vn

; (11)

where Nbrimg is the number of encoded pictures to access an
anchor picture (see Table 3) and Vn is the number of views in
the structure.

Applying Eq. (11), we get the following GRA values for
the three considered schemes: GRA ¼ 2.37 for IBP, GRA ¼
1.62 for Ref. 12, and GRA ¼ 1.25 for PBI.

The significant gain in GRA is determined by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;326;600ΔGRA ¼ GRAðcomparedÞ − GRAðPBIÞ
GRAðcomparedÞ × 100%; (12)

whereGRAðcomparedÞ takes either the value of IBP or that of
Ref. 12. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the proposed PBI structure
achieves gains of 47.25 and 22.83% compared to IBP and
Ref. 12 structures, respectively.

The second random access ability evaluation consists of
measuring the average cost of encoding the nonanchor
pictures of the structure given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;326;478GRN ¼
P

Vn
i¼1

PGOPðsizeÞ−1
t¼1 ½Nbrimgði; tÞ�

GGOPðsizeÞ − Vn
: (13)

In other words, GRN, representing the global random access
speed for the nonanchor pictures, is defined by the sum of
Nbrimgði; tÞ divided by the number of the crossed pictures,

Fig. 9 Gains in GRA compared to IBP and Ref. 12 structures.

Table 3 Nbrimg to access anchor pictures following the view order.

Nbrimg
0

Nbrimg
1

Nbrimg
2

Nbrimg
3

Nbrimg
4

Nbrimg
5

Nbrimg
6

Nbrimg
7

IBP 0 2 1 3 2 4 3 4

Ref. 12 1 2 2 0 2 1 3 2

PBI 1 2 0 2 2 0 2 1
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which is equal to GGOPðsizeÞ − Vn. Nbrimgði; tÞ is the
encoded picture number to access a nonanchor picture at
view level position i and instant position t. Vn is the number
of used views, and GGOP(size) is equal to Vn multiplied by
the size of the GOP.

To demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed PBI struc-
ture in terms of random access cost, regardless of the
hierarchical level of the encoding pictures, Eq. (13) is
applied to the three considered structures that are composed
of eight successive views and GOP size equal to 8. The
obtained GRN values for the structures are as follows: GRN

for IBP ¼ 10.41, GRN for Ref. 12 ¼9.85, and GRN for
PBI ¼ 9.10. By adapting Eq. (12) for GRN, and as illustrated
in Fig. 10, our proposed scheme improves the random access
by ∼12.52 and 7.61% compared to the IBP and Ref. 12 struc-
tures, respectively.

The global random access evaluation, including both
anchor and nonanchor pictures, is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;63;354GR ¼
PVn

i¼1

PGOPðsizeÞ
t¼1 ½Nbrimgði; tÞ�
GGOPðsizeÞ : (14)

The value of the parameterGR allows a full assessment of the
considered structure, taking into account the random access
cost of each existing picture in the MVC structure, regardless

of its type and hierarchical level. Moreover, it may be con-
sidered as the most appropriate evaluation of the random
access speed for a given MVC structure, since it reflects
the average value of the random access cost. Therefore, by
adapting Eqs. (14) and (12) for GR, it can be observed in
Fig. 11 that the proposed PBI scheme provides significant
GR gains that amount to ∼13.5 and 8% compared to the
IBP and Ref. 12 structures, respectively.

4.2 Evaluation of View Random Access Using Nmax

The maximum number of reference frames Nmax represent-
ing the random access ability depends on several parameters,
such as the number of used views, the number of reference
views (I-view) with their positions in the structure, the pic-
ture hierarchical level within the GOP, and the GOP size.
The chosen positions of the two reference views result in
a significant reduction of Nmax. The relative gain in Nmax

with respect to the default IBP structure is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;326;550ΔNmax ¼
NmaxðIBPÞ − NmaxðcomparedÞ

NmaxðIBPÞ
× 100%; (15)

where Nmax (compared) represents the Nmax for either PBI or
Ref. 12 structure. Note that the proposed PBI structure usu-
ally provides good results regardless of the GOP size. Hence,
for the sake of simplification, and without loss of generality,
the GOP size is set to 8 for all the considered structures.
Since the basic number of views in multiview video coding
is 8, a comparison, in terms of the gain ΔNmax, is carried out
with a number of basicviewnumber � 2þ 1 ¼ 17 in order to
show the periodicity of gain in the proposed PBI structure.

The proposed scheme maintains good random access abil-
ity despite the increasing number of views. Note that the best
results are achieved when more successive B-views are uti-
lized. This is ensured by the second choice mode presented
in Sec. 3.2, namely, I/P, B, B, P, where the entire B-views,
after the first base view (I), are successive B-views. In this
case, the largest obtained gain ΔNmax slightly exceeds 30%
for a scheme of 15 views, where Nmax of the proposed PBI
scheme is equal to 18 and that of the IBP structure is equal
to 26.

Fig. 10 Gains in GRN compared to IBP and Ref. 12 structures.

Fig. 11 Global random access gain according to IBP and Ref. 12.
Fig. 12 Random access gain of the PBI structure over the IBP
structure.
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Figure 12 shows the enhancement in random access abil-
ity achieved by the proposed PBI structure compared to the
IBP structure, where the minimum gain ΔNmax is ∼20% and
is obtained for the case of 10 views. Figure 13 illustrates a
comparison, in terms of the random access gain, between the
proposed and Ref. 12 schemes. It is clear that the proposed
scheme is more efficient, with an average gain of ∼11%,
except for the cases of 10, 13, and 16 views, where the two
schemes show the same performances. However, using the
third choice of the views mode combination, presented in
Sec. 3.2, I/P, B, P, B, P, both PBI and Ref. 12 structures
provide the same performances. The obtained values of
Nmax for the three considered structures as well as the relative
gain ΔNmax of (PBI/IBP), (PBI/Ref. 12), and (Ref. 12/IBP)
are reported in Table 4. The results demonstrate that the
proposed PBI structure significantly reduces the maximum
number Nmax of the reference images needed for decoding
a given image, which in turn leads to an improved random
access ability of the proposed multiview video coding
structure.

5 Experimental Results
Experimental results obtained with the proposed coding
scheme are provided and discussed in this section. The com-
pression efficiency of the proposed PBI structure is measured

in terms of bit rate (Kbit∕s), while the video quality is evalu-
ated through the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is
widely used as an objective measure and is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;326;719PSNR ¼ 10 × log10

�
2552

MSE

�
: (16)

MSE represents the mean square error between the com-
pressed and the original video signal. Furthermore, the multi-
view video compression efficiency is evaluated in terms of
the PSNR (dB) of the luminance signal versus the bit rate.

5.1 Test Conditions
In order to get comparable results of the proposed scheme
against the previously reported structures, common initial
conditions and specific test data are required. The used multi-
view video sequences vary and depend on different param-
eters, such as the frame rate or frames per second, image
resolutions, number of cameras, camera arrangements, and
distance between cameras. Table 5 summarizes the used
test video sequences and their parameters. This initial con-
figuration is included in the bit stream, which will be sent to
the video decoder side.

To provide a fair comparison, the same encoding configu-
ration is employed for both the proposed PBI scheme and the
other studied structures (simulcast, IPP, IBP, and Ref. 12).
The main encoding parameters are reported in Table 6.

The symbol mode specifies the used entropy coding
mode, which is context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding
(CABAC), which usually enhances the coding efficiency.
Quantization parameter (QP) is the most essential parameter
to control the bit rate of a bit stream and the video quality.

The GOP size is directly related to the video frame rate.
As reported in Table 6, the GOP lengths of 12 and 15 are
assigned for frame rates equal to 25 Hz (Vassar Ballroom
and Exit) and 30 Hz (Race 1 and Rena), respectively. The
fast motion search algorithm, with a search range of 64,
is employed since it significantly reduces the encoding time.

5.2 Results and Discussion
In this section, the effectiveness of our proposed PBI scheme
is evaluated from a compression efficiency perspective. The
compression efficiency is expressed in terms of PSNR (dB)
versus bit rate (Kbps). From the results obtained in Fig. 14,
it can be shown that the two reference views S2 and

Fig. 13 Random access gain with respect to the IBP structure: com-
parison between the proposed PBI scheme and Ref. 12 structure.

Table 4 Nmax and ΔNmax gain of the proposed PBI structure in comparison to IBP and Ref. 12 structures.

View number 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

NmaxIBP 18 20 20 22 22 24 24 26 26 28

NmaxPBI 14 14 16 16 16 18 18 18 20 20

NmaxRef: 12 16 16 16 18 18 18 20 20 20 22

ΔNmaxðPBI∕IBPÞð%Þ 22.2 30.0 20.0 27.3 27.3 25.0 25.0 30.8 23.1 28.6

ΔNmaxðPBI∕Ref: 12Þð%Þ 12.5 12.5 0.0 11.1 11.1 0.0 10.0 10.0 0.0 9.1

ΔNmaxðRef: 12∕IBPÞð%Þ 11.1 20.0 20.0 18.2 18.2 25.0 16.7 23.1 23.1 21.4
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S5 (I-view), which exploit only the temporal compensation,
take relatively larger bit rate values while providing a good
video quality. The P-views (S0 and S7), using the temporal
compensation in addition to the disparity compensation from
only one view, have lower bit rate values in comparison to the
I-views. The rest of the views, S1, S3, S4, and S6 (B-views),
which make use of the temporal compensation besides the
disparity compensation from two views, provide the lowest
bit rate values while maintaining acceptable video quality.

Note that all the evaluation tests were carried out using the
five QP values mentioned in Table 6.

The QP controls the compression efficiency of the video.
The lower the value of the quantization parameter, the higher
the values of bit rate and video quality.

Table 7 illustrates an example of the quantization param-
eter effects on the compression efficiency of the proposed
structure PBI.

As depicted in Fig. 15, the compression efficiency in
terms of PSNR (dB) versus bit rate (Kbps) of the proposed
PBI structure is evaluated and compared against that of the
four prediction structures (simulcast, IBP, IPP, and Ref. 12),
using the five test sequences mentioned in Table 5.

From the results of Fig. 15, it can be easily observed that
our PBI proposed structure outperforms the simulcast struc-
ture and provides nearly the same performances as the three
other schemes in terms of bit rate saving and PSNR gain,
which are, respectively, given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;326;411Δbitrate ¼
bitratecompared − bitrateproposed

bitratecompared

× 100%; (17)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;326;374ΔPSNRY ¼ PSNRYðproposedÞ − PSNRYðcomparedÞ
PSNRYðcomparedÞ

× 100%; (18)

where bitratecompared and PSNRcompared take the values of the
considered structures to be compared against our proposed
scheme.

For the majority of the tested sequences, the IPP structure
produces a rather better bit rate saving despite its high
complexity and poor random access performance. The video
quality is practically similar in all the considered structures,
including the proposed structure.

Generally, the performances of a given video encoding
structure should be demonstrated at an appropriate quantiza-
tion parameter value that guarantees a high video quality
offering the viewer a clear and comfortable watching
experience. Thus, the results obtained for QP ¼ 22, which
ensures the best video quality among the five QP values

Table 5 Used multiview video sequences for analysis and evaluation.

Database Sequences Frame rate Image resolution Camera parameters

KDDI Race 1 30 fps 640 × 480 8 cameras, 20 cm spacing, 1-D parallel

Tanimoto Lab Rena 30 fps 640 × 480 100 cameras, 5 cm spacing, 1-D parallel

MERL

Vassar 25 fps 640 × 480 8 cameras, 20 cm spacing, 1-D parallel

Ballroom 25 fps 640 × 480 8 cameras, 20 cm spacing, 1-D parallel

Exit 25 fps 640 × 480 8 cameras, 20 cm spacing, 1-D parallel

Table 6 Encoding configuration.

Parameter Setting

Symbol mode CABAC

QP 22, 27, 32, 37, 40

GOP size 12,15

Search mode Fast search

Search range 64

Fig. 14 Distribution of the views of the proposed PBI scheme.

Table 7 Quantization parameters effects (Exit sequences).

QP Q ¼ 22 Q ¼ 27 Q ¼ 32 Q ¼ 37 Q ¼ 40

Bit rate (Kbps) 1278.602 533.489 266.182 152.5808 109.564

PSNR (db) 40.378 38.778 36.847 34.569 32.949
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used, are highlighted and reported in Table 8. Note that these
results only cover the comparison of the proposed structure
against IBP and Ref. 12 structures, because of the low
bit rate saving and the poor random access performance
achieved by simulcast and IPP schemes, respectively.

From the results of Table 8, our proposed structure shows
practically similar PSNR values compared to the two other
structures. In addition, the proposed PBI scheme provides bet-
ter results with respect to IBP structure, with an average bit rate
saving of ∼1.3%. However, our proposed scheme seems to be

Fig. 15 (a) through (e) Compression efficiency comparison through different test video sequences.
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slightly less efficient than the Ref. 12 structure with an average
bit rate loss of ∼1.7%, which can be considered to be insig-
nificant with regard to improvement in the random access per-
formance provided by our approach.

The main advantage of choosing the proposed PBI struc-
ture is its significant improvement of the random access
performance over the reported structures (IBP and Ref. 12).
This aspect has been enhanced on each of the key and non-
key pictures in the MVC structure. Moreover, the proposed
structure has an inter-view coding schemewith less complex-
ity, which means a lower time for coding or decoding any
picture within the structure. In addition, the PBI structure
satisfies other main requirements, such as the compression
efficiency and the video quality. These requirements have
been illustrated in Fig. 15. However, in some cases, the
Ref. 12 structure provides better bit rate saving than the
proposed PBI, as is reported in Table 8. Overall, the video
quality, which is measured in PSNR, appears to be quite
similar across the reported structures in Table 8.

The proposed structure would be the better choice for
a more smooth view switching and interactivity feature.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, a PBI inter-view prediction scheme, incurring
better random access performance for the multiview video
encoder, is presented. The proposed PBI structure, which
uses B-views to provide a good bit rate saving, is conceptually
based on using two base views ðS2; S5Þ per GGOP with posi-
tions allowing a direct interview prediction of the rest of the
views. Depending on the number of views and taking into

consideration three possible choices following the second
base view (S5), a generalization of the PBI scheme is per-
formed, leading to an improvement in the view random access
ability. The proposed coding approach is evaluated and com-
pared against two relevant works, namely IBP and Ref. 12 cod-
ing structures, in terms of random access capability evaluated
using the new proposed metric GR and the gain ΔNmax in
maximum number of pictures to be decoded. Despite the insig-
nificant loss in bit rate with respect to the Ref. 12 structure, the
proposed scheme performs better and achieves significant cod-
ing gains in GR and ΔNmax that amount to ∼8 and 11%,
respectively. Additionally, compared to the IBP coding struc-
ture, the obtained results show that the proposed scheme attains
average performance gains in GR and ΔNmax of ∼13.5 and
20%, respectively, with an average bit rate saving of ∼1.3%.
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Table 8 Compression efficiency evaluation of the proposed PBI
structure.

IBP Ref. 12

QP ΔPSNR % Δ bit rate % ΔPSNR % Δ bit rate %

Ballroom 22 0.013 1.59 −0.02 −0.35

Race 1 22 −0.043 −0.41 −0.016 0.0018

Vassar 22 −0.0341 1.0426 0.0108 0.5156

Exit 22 0.13 0.17 0.007 −0.53

Rena8views 22 −0.07 1.558 0.131 −1.9

Rena9views 22 −0.015 2.94 0.116 −1.72

Rena10views 22 −0.061 0.557 0.087 −0.189

Rena11views 22 −0.029 0.676 0.17 −3.177

Rena12views 22 0.32 2.86 0.131 −3.63

Rena13views 22 −0.002 1.60 0.17 −3.74

Rena14views 22 −0.021 3.18 0.131 −3.15

Rena15views 22 −0.012 2.11 0.109 −1.61

Rena16views 22 0.0023 −0.78 0.121 −2.56
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